Publications & Work in Progress Books

Books

1. N. Cohen, Interference with Contractual Relations, Ramot (1982) 430pp (Hebrew) (Sussman Prize)

Books and Journals (Editor)

1. N. Cohen (with Prof. Z. Zeltner, Founding editors), Tel Aviv University Law Review (Iyunei Mishpat) Vol 1 (1970-1)
2. N. Cohen (with E. Leibowitz), University in 2010, Ramot (2000) 320pp (Hebrew)

Articles

3. N. Cohen, Right of Use a "Right in Land", TAU L. Rev. 4: 415-441 (1975) (Hebrew)


33. N. Cohen, University in 2010, in University in 2010 [E. Leibowitz, N. Cohen Editors]: 10-20 (Ramot, 2000) (Hebrew)


Nili Cohen Publications


44. N. Cohen, Memory and Forgetfulness in Law, On Memory: An Interdisciplinary Approach, Doron Mendels editor: 135-147 (Peter Lang, Bern, 2007)


56. N. Cohen, Fantasy, Mimesis and Lost Charity, 25 Kivunim Chadashim 144-156
57. N. Cohen, Name, Memory, Law, Culture, Memory, History, Anita Shapira Book 27-51 (2012) (Hebrew)

58. N. Cohen, Law, Play, Game - The "Merchant of Venice" and the "Breakdown", 51 Harpraklit 407-441 (2012) (Hebrew)


60. N. Cohen, Prisoners, Communities and Natural Authority, 14 Law and Business 595-637 (2012) (Hebrew)


64. N. Cohen, The Betrayed(?) Wills of Kafka and Brod, Kafka- New Perspectives Research and Analysis (2013) (Hebrew)


70. N. Cohen, Between Home and Market, Shtrasberg-Cohen Book 419-464 (2017) (Hebrew)


74. N. Cohen, German Law in Israeli Courts, Comparative Studies in the Humanities195-222 (2018)

75. N. Cohen, Tragedy in Life, Tragedy in Law, 10 Maasei Mishpat


77. N. Cohen, Agreements and Contracts in the Intimate Sphere, Shalev Book 331-377 (2021) (Hebrew)

78. N. Cohen, Ceremony, Return, Literature, Law, Nitza Ben Dov Book 33-51 (2021) (Hebrew)

79. N. Cohen, Text to "Footnote", Asher Grunis Book 331 (2022) (Hebrew)

Accepted for publication

80. N. Cohen, The Planet Outside Law, K Zetnik Book (Hebrew)


In preparation

82. N. Cohen, Joint and Separate in Contract Law – The Case of Consumer Oppression (Sinai Deutch Book)


Notes on cases and legislation

84. N. Cohen, When a wife is exempt from a mortgage, 1 Orech Hadin 70 (2008) (Hebrew)

85. N. Cohen, Mistake, Mistaken, 4 Orech Hadin 74 (2009) (Hebrew)

86. N. Cohen, Fair though a breach, 9 Orech Hadin 89 (2010) (Hebrew)

87. N. Cohen, Between memorandum and a contract, 10 Orech Hadin 51 (2010) (Hebrew)

88. N. Cohen, Problematic language, clear purpose, 11 Orech Hadin 102 (2011) (Hebrew)

89. N. Cohen, Advancing distributive justice, 14 Orech Hadin 72 (2012) (Hebrew)

90. N. Cohen, Aprofim strikes again, 16 Orech Hadin 74 (2012) (Hebrew)

91. N. Cohen, When should illegal contract be performed, 18 Orech Hadin 60 (2013) (Hebrew)

92. N. Cohen, Justiciability and good faith coupled with justice, 19 Orech Hadin 32 (2013) (Hebrew)

94. N. Cohen, Restitution without a note of termination, 21 Orech Hadin 98 (2014) (Hebrew)


96. N. Cohen, Law and Literature through a family tragedy and legal tragedy, 51 Orech Hadin 14 (2023) (Hebrew)

**Membership in Professional and Academic Organizations**

1972  Member, Israeli Bar Association
1997 – 2001  Member, Academic Committee, Itzhak Rabin
1999  Associate member of the International Academy for Comparative Law
1999 – 2001  Head, Legislative Committee of Head of Universities Committee
2000 – 2016  Member, Academic Council, Venice International University
2001  Associate Member of the Society of Legal Scholars (UK)
2003 – 2006  Member in the Minerva Beirat for Human Rights
2004 – 2005  Member of the Advisory Committee of the Institute of Advanced Studies, Hebrew University
2012 – 2014  Member of the Advisory Committee of the Institute of Advanced Studies, Hebrew University
2015 – 2018  Member, Board of Directors, Institute of Advanced Studies

**Important Lectures**

1995  Oxford – Modern Contract law
1995  University of London – Society of Legal Scholars – Illegality
1996  University of Sheffield – Fault in Contracting
1997  University of Munich – Good Faith in Contracts
1998  Institute of Comparative law – Buenos Aires – Israel – between Two Systems
1999  Tel-Aviv University – University in 2010
2000  Tel-Aviv University – Regulation of a Cooperative Society as a Standard Contract
2000  University of Buenos Aires – Constitutional Values and Contract Law
2001  University of Trento – Continental and Common Law in Israeli Contract law
2002  New-York University – Citizenship and Identity in Academia
2003  Autonoma University of Mexico - Institute for Legal Research – Equality in Contracts
2004  Hebrew University, Ministry of Justice – Remedies for Breach of Contract
2004  University of Munich – Public Values in Private Law
2005  Hebrew University – Law and Forgetfulness
2005  University of Trento – Principles of European Contract Law
2005  Tel-Aviv University – Fate and Law
2005  Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – Marriage and a Breach of a Promise to Marry
2005  Neeman Institute – Tel-Aviv University – Rules of the Game of Israeli Higher Education
2005  Tel-Aviv University – Hanoch Dagan Colloquium - Changing Rights through Restitution
2006  Tel-Aviv University – Future of Research University
2006  Haifa University – President Barak’s Impact on the Law -Classification and Individuals: Rights and Remedies in Contracts
2006  Tel-Aviv University – Leora Bilsky Colloquium - Transformative Justice
2007  Max Planck Institute Hamburg - The Four C’s: Coherence, Clarification, Continuity, Change – Remedies for Breach of Contract in Israeli Codification
2007  Tel-Aviv University – Taboo, Incest, Bigamy – AB Yehoshua’s Conference
2007  Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – Fatherland and the Right and Claim to Return
2007  Tel-Aviv University –The Gift of King Lear – King Lear Conference
2007  Tel-Aviv University –Roy Kreitner Colloquium - Calculating Contracting Party
2008  Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – University as Utopia
2008  Tel-Aviv University – Name, Memory – History and Memory – Conference in honor of Anita Shapira
2009  Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – Queens
2009  Judges Institute for Advanced Studies - Remedies and Privity of Contract
2010  Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – Ex Turpi Causa
2010  Tel-Aviv University –James B White Colloquium - Living Speech
2010  IDC – Prisoners and Communities –Amnon Rubinstein Conference
2010  Annual Conference- Israel Bar Association – Interpretation and Over-
2010
   Tel-Aviv University – Shoham Colloquium – Market Overt and the Myth of Sisyphus

2011
   Bar Ilan University – Israeli Association of Private Law – Contract Interpretation
   Annual Conference - Israel Bar Association – Gratuitous Transactions
   Tel-Aviv University – Tel-Aviv U L Rev Ceremony - On Ceremony and Sincerity
   Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – The Myth of Lincoln
   Boston University – ALI Restitution Conference - The Slayer Rule
   Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – Law as Play and Game

2012
   IDC – Distributive Justice – Ayala Procaccia Conference
   Judges Institute for Advanced Studies – Remedies for Breach of Contract
   Israel Bar Association – Ex turpi causa in torts
   Conference- Israel Bar Association – On Merchants in Venice and Israel
   Tel-Aviv University – Dotan Conference – On Excellence

2013
   Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities – England Conference – Justice, Markets and Past Consciousness
   Haifa University – Judges Conference – Between Law and Literature
   Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – Alterman in the Inns of Arts and Law
   Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities – Ancient Guardianship Conference - Modern Guardianship in Historical Perspective
   Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – Memory and Oblivion in Law

2014
   Judges Institute for Advanced Studies – Choice of Remedies for Breach of Contract

2015
   Israel Bar Association – Rescission of Contract
   Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – Love of Law – Freedom and Prohibition

2016
   Hebrew University – Law and Theater Conference – When Play and Game Meet the Law
   Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities – Humboldt Conference – Comparisons – The Impact of German Law on Israeli Law
   Tel-Aviv University – Between Privacy and Artistic Freedom
   Ben-Gurion University – Values and Commitment in Academic Life
   Van Leer Institute – Ownership and Division
   Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – Truth and Justice
   Judges Institute for Advanced Studies – Contracts and Agreements between
Markets and Family
2016
Venice, Ca Foscari University – Fondazione Cini – The Shylock Project - The Trials of Shylock and Shakespeare

Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities – The Revolution of the Individual
2017
Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club –Hanoch Bartov – Holocaust, Memory and Establishment of Israel

Tel-Aviv University – Forum of Judges – Legal Tragedy, Family Tragedy
2017
Berlin Humboldt Foundation – Trust in Science

Van Leer Institute – Hebrew at the Academy
2018
Ben Gurion University – Kafka’s Nightmare

Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club -Prizes at the Academy
2019
Academia dei Lincei – Roma – Science and Society Conference- Public Engagement of Scientists

Academia dei Lincei – Roma – Between Artistic Freedom and Privacy
2019
Begin Center, Jerusalem – Henrietta Szold Conference – A Zionist American Woman

Haifa University – Nitza Ben-Dov Conference on Literature as a Culture Heroine – Literature and Law in Culture
2019
Yad Izhak Ben-Zvi – Eli Amir Conference - The Names of Eli Amir and Amos Oz

Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities – Conference on the Challenges of Liberal Democracies – The Role of Academies
2019
Tel-Aviv University – The Restitution Dialogues – Who Owns Kafka - A Tale of Two Decisions

Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – The Gospel of Amos Oz
2020
Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – Law, Ceremony, Truth

Bar Ilan University –Menahem Finkelstein Conference - Jewish Identity and Cultural Heritage
2021
Tel-Aviv University – Kafka and the Law Meet in Tel Aviv

Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – Name, Memory, Identity
2021
Tel-Aviv University – Faculty of Arts – Law as a Theater

Academia dei Lincei – Roma – Conference – La crisi e le crisi - Crisis and Human Rights
2022
Czech Academy – Conference – Law between State and History – The Mixed Identities of Franz Kafka

Leopoldina, Halle - Joerg Hacker Symposium - On Friendship, Love and the Philosopher's Stone
2022  Beit Agnon – Literature, Life, Law – Opening a series on Literature and other fields

2022  Tel-Aviv University – Law and Literature Club – The Limits of Law

2023  Aspen Institute, Italy Roma – In Defense of Pure Science Conference

2023  Judiciary and Academy Conference – Haifa University Faculty of Law, Judicial Narratives of Home and Market


2023  Israel Bar Association – Conference - Between Parents and Children – Family Law and Contract Law – Parental Agreements – Between Home and Market
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